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DIAGNOS launches MCubiX-EP (Enterprise Predictor)
Longueuil, Canada – November 23, 2004 – DIAGNOS inc. (“DIAGNOS” or the "Company") (TSX: ADK)
will take advantage of its participation in the Expo TI Performance of Montreal (held at the Palais des
Congrès on November 24-25) to launch MCubiX-EP (Enterprise Predictor), its latest Business Intelligence
software offering.
In order to offer an enterprise-wide data mining solution, DIAGNOS launches MCubiX-EP, a family of
scoring services that applies to local or distributed large scale databases the predictive models developed
with MCubiX-KE (Knowledge Extractor). MCubiX-EP is easily integrated to any end-user application that
would benefit from a data mining module and scoring engine. The tight integration of MCubiX-EP with
end-user applications such as CRM’s, ERP’s and others provides the users with the benefits of data
mining without having to deal with the complexities of modeling and scoring data. MCubiX-EP is a highly
scalable solution that provides applications with the capability to score thousands of transactions per
second, anywhere in a corporate network.
The knowledge derived from data mining can be used in many different sectors such as: marketing,
biotechnology, natural resources exploration and many more. Mr André Larente, President of DIAGNOS
mentions that in the natural resources sector, “our software can identify the signature of highly profitable
areas and discover areas with similar potential in unexploited territories, thus substantially reducing
prospecting costs. The same techniques can be used to anticipate and prevent frauds, to reduce
customer churn, to increase the hit rate of a mailing campaign or even to acquire more profitable clients.”
About DIAGNOS
DIAGNOS inc. develops and markets data mining software. The Company designed, developed and
markets MCubiX, a data mining software suite capable of extracting knowledge from historical data - in
the form of images, text or traditional databases - and making predictions that improve business
processes and decision making ability.
The Canadian Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this
release.
This press release contains forward-looking statements, which reflect the Company's current expectations regarding
future events. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. Actual events could differ materially
from those projected herein. Investors should consult the Company's ongoing quarterly filings, annual reports and
other filings for additional information on risks and uncertainties relating to these forward-looking statements. The
reader is cautioned not to rely on these forward-looking statements. The Company disclaims any obligation to update
these forward-looking statements.
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